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Forbidden The Sheikh S Virgin
Nine years ago Prince Andreas Karedes returned to his island kingdom of Aristo in the Mediterranean Sea to take up his regal duties, not knowing that Holly, the sweet Australian
girl with whom he'd briefly fallen in love, had become pregnant…. Tragically, Holly lost their baby. She remained on her parents' farm to be near her tiny son's final resting place,
wishing Andreas would return! A royal scandal is about to break: a dirt-digging journalist has discovered Holly's secret! Andreas's childhood sweetheart must come and face him.
Passion runs high as Andreas issues an ultimatum—to avoid disgrace, Holly must become his bride!
Polo-playing sheikh Prince Kaliq Al'Farisi loves his women as much as his horses. They're wild, willing, and he's their master! Stable girl Eleni is a local Calistan. Raised by her
brutal father on the horse-racing circuit, she feels unlovable. When her precious horses are given to Sheikh Kaliq, she refuses to be parted from them. The playboy sheikh is
determined to bed Eleni—and when Kaliq realizes she's a virgin, the challenge only becomes more interesting….
Sparks fly and opposites attract in this sizzling romance by USA TODAY bestselling author Carol Marinelli. She’s totally off-limits… …which only heightens the pleasure!Italian
tycoon Gian de Luca knows socialite Ariana Romano is forbidden. She’s his mentor’s daughter, and her drama-queen reputation precedes her. But when he offers her comfort
one dark night, he’s shocked to discover she’s a virgin. Perhaps he’s been wrong about her all along… Each electrifying moment with Gian leaves Ariana craving more, yet her
red-hot Romano temper keeps getting in the way. For while she’s all fire, cool Gian won’t let any emotion get the better of him. A balance must be struck, before he walks
away…for good! From Harlequin Presents: Escape to exotic locations where passion knows no bounds. Those Notorious Romanos Book 1: Italy’s Most Scandalous Virgin Book
2: The Italian’s Forbidden Virgin
Money, charm and sensual skills don't make up for a heart colder than ice… Wild parties, wanton women, relentless work—nothing helps tycoon Lucas Jackson escape his dark
and haunting past. Arriving at his rural castle in a snarling snowstorm, he craves only complete isolation.… But it seems oblivion can take an unexpected and highly intoxicating
form! Personally delivering the vital file left on her boss's desk, secretary Emma Gray starts to seriously regret her dutiful overtime mission. She never expected the dark side of
the usually controlled Lucas could generate such a primitive, powerful—and entirely inappropriate—reaction.
Sheikh Rafiq Al'Ramiz left his homeland behind—betrayed by the woman he loved. He's hardened his heart and made his fortune—and now he must return: his country needs him.
But he is more powerful than ever, and vengeance is high on his agenda! Seeing Sera again, he finds the image he's held of a heartless temptress at odds with her drab robes
and downcast eyes—but hewilltake what he's owed! What will this ruthless sheikh do when he discovers Sera's very real innocence?
Sheikh Tajik al Zayed bin Aman needs a convenient bride, and custom demands that she must be pure. So when he first sees Morgan Fielding and is intrigued by her straitlaced
style, an idea begins to form…. Morgan doesn't understand why Tajik is pursuing her—such a virile man could have any woman he desires! But once she arrives in Tajik's desert
kingdom, he announces he will take her as his wife—and bedding her is only the beginning!
A spontaneous, passion-filled Vegas romp with a sheikh is out of the ordinary for sensible Laurel Kincaid. She's walked the straight-and-narrow her entire life and has wound up
with more stress and conflict than she can handle. Indulging in a jaunt with irresistible Rakin Whitcomb Abdellah is a delicious escape. So delicious that she says "I do" to a shortterm marriage of convenience so he can claim his inheritance. But being husband and wife behind closed doors is more tantalizing than either of them expected, and suddenly
the rules of their temporary marriage feel very inconvenient….
He’s as untamed as the desert – a barbarian prince. Long ago he loved a girl; she’s the only one who can stop the storm that rages in his heart. He has a choice: take her as his
mistress or become the king he was born to be...
Celeste works at a modeling agency, and she avoids having men in her life. Her past has left her with some deep scars that she believes will scare off any man. But when she
meets Rafael at a party and talks about the stars with him, she feels her heart move for the first time in ever so long. Rafael is a celebrity, though, so Celeste believes he’ll forget
about her as soon as they part ways. When she gets back home, however, her room is full of flowers. Thinking she needs to put some distance between herself and Rafael, she
leaves on vacation, but he shows up there, too, with an alluring smile on his face.
Casey Michaels has come prepared for her new job in the desert—complete with a safari outfit! But, faced with her gorgeous boss's potent sexuality, she suddenly feels out of her
depth…. Sheikh Rafik al Rafar knows an inexperienced woman when he sees one, and in the sultry heat of the desert he begins her sensual awakening. To his surprise, Casey
teaches him about the simple pleasures in life. But royal duty is never far from their door….
Two Crowns, Two Islands, One Legacy. Discover the first four books in the Royal House of Karedes miniseries, plus a bonus story by Sandra Marton! The islands of Adamas
have been torn into two rival kingdoms: gorgeous Greek princes reign supreme over glamorous Aristo, while smoldering sheikhs rule the desert island of Calista. The Stefani
coronation diamond was split as a symbol of their feud...but it's now missing! Whether by seduction, blackmail or marriage, the jewel must be found, for whoever reunites the
diamonds will rule all. The journey begins in these five stories: The Prince's Mistress by Sandra Marton, Billionaire Prince, Pregnant Mistress by Sandra Marton, The Playboy
Sheikh's Virgin Stable-Girl by Sharon Kendrick, The Prince's Captive Wife by Marion Lennox, and The Sheikh's Forbidden Virgin by Kate Hewitt.
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To learn how to make movies, Ella becomes the personal assistant of Italian movie producer Santo Corretti. However, Santo’s fame isn’t limited to the film industry. He’s also
the son of a Sicilian noble, and being the arrogant playboy that he is, he can’t help trying to seduce Ella with his sweet smile. Ella has sworn to never have a relationship with her
boss. However, when Santo summons her one morning, she’s shocked to find him in distress. Unsure what happened to his bottomless confidence, she can’t help but feel sorry
for him—and consoles him with a kiss.
Sheikh Rafiq Al'Ramiz left his homeland behind—betrayed by the woman he loved. He's hardened his heart and made his fortune—and now he must return: his country needs him.
But he is more powerful than ever, and vengeance is high on his agenda! Seeing Sera again, he finds the image he's held of a heartless temptress at odds with her drab robes
and downcast eyes—but he will take what he's owed! What will this ruthless sheikh do when he discovers Sera's very real innocence?
Years ago Ally asked PJ, a free-spirited surfer, to marry her on paper. She needed her grandmother’s inheritance so she could run away from her arrogant father and make her
dream come true. And to claim it, she had to get married as her grandmother’s will stated. Ten years later, Ally, who’s now a successful designer, visits PJ and finds that he’s
the president of a big company. Feeling intimidated by him, she manages to ask him for a divorce. He then tells her they must try to live like a married couple. But why would they
if there’s no love between them?
Who knew a simple game of basketball could lead to so much? Emma Knightly had no idea that taking the game so seriously could put her in the path of Dharran Mihail Bin
Wassan, Sheik of Sundab, who turned her life upside down...with the worst marriage proposals ever! Dharran knew that Emma was the woman he needed by his side, but each
time he came close, she ran away. Through the capitals of Europe and The United States, Emma and Dharran dance around their feelings for each other. Until a crisis forces
them together once again.
On her twenty-first birthday, Kalila is pledged to marry the King of Calista. But first she must be delivered to her husband-to-be. Scarred, sexy sheikh Prince Aarif, the king's
brother, is sent to escort her. However, willful virgin Kalila tries to escape and Aarif has to catch her. In the desert heat his scorching desire for her ignites—a desire that is
forbidden!—and Aarif claims Kalila's virginity, even though she can never be his! When she walks up the aisle on the day of her wedding, Kalila's heart is in her mouth: who will be
waiting at the altar to become her husband?
"I always loved your book. Every time i read ur books its always moved me. its like i'm watching it and i'm feeling what they feel." (Google Play review) "...powerful and unadulterated romance
leaps off of the page and transports the reader to a different world. The chemistry between Anna and Zahir is exquisite and the descriptions of the scenery and settings are breathtaking. A
must for fans of classic, passionate true romance." (coffeetimeromance.com) Anna Whitman wants is to live a free and independent life, but she's forced to accept a marriage of convenience
so she can live with her son. Sheikh Zahir Al-Zaman is a ruthless desert warrior who believes the only way he can control his obsession with Anna is to possess her. And he'll do almost
anything--even kidnap her son--to have her. But Zahir will not force her into his bed. He has his strategies for seduction--strategies Anna finds increasingly hard to resist. But she won't have a
relationship based on lies. And how can she reveal her secrets when they will shatter the beliefs he holds most dear? --Desert Kings-- Wanted: A Wife for the Sheikh The Sheikh's Bargain
Bride The Sheikh's Lost Lover Awakened by the Sheikh Claimed by the Sheikh Wanted: A Baby by the Sheikh --The Sheikhs of Havilah-- The Sheikh’s Secret Baby Bought by the Sheikh The
Sheikh’s Forbidden Lover Surrender to the Sheikh Taken for the Sheikh's Harem --Secrets of the Sheikhs-- The Sheikh's Revenge by Seduction The Sheikh's Secret Love Child The Sheikh's
Marriage Trap
Ricardo Salvatore despised greedy women--was Carly just one more? He planned to take over the company that Carly managed. So why not include her in the bargain...? Unloved and
unwanted as a child, Carly had never let anyone this close. She and Ricardo were working closely together, and their sizzling attraction boiled over. In the heat of passion, there was no hiding
place: Ricardo was stunned when he learned the real truth about Carly, just as she discovered his real reason for bedding her....
From innocent in distress... To convenient princess
She's young, innocent and rich... Catarina Mendes, at twenty-one, is finally a free and independent woman. However, it's freedom at a price.... Bound to a stranger... Jake Ramirez has
become guardian to Cat. He must protect her from unscrupulous men and find her a husband. By her most precious gift! Jake is overwhelmed by Cat's beauty, but she's still a virgin. Can he
resist bedding her--before he finds her a suitable husband...?
Read this classic romance by New York Times bestselling author Maisey Yates! Princess Isabella was certain of three things… She desperately didn’t want to marry the Sheikh to whom she
was betrothed… There was more to the darkly handsome, dark-hearted desert stranger escorting her back to the altar than met the eye… And, having kissed the stranger once, she was never
going to be the same again… Originally published in 2011
With a client list hotter than the Zubran desert, wedding planner Avery Scott shouldn't be surprised that her latest client is Crown Prince Malik of Zubran—the man who once lit her body on
fire…before steamrollering over her heart. Determined to ignore Malik's lethal charm, Avery makes a very personal not-to-do list: 1. Not being Malik's intended, our relationship must remain 100
percent professional. 2. His arranged bride might have run away, but I mustn't distract him—for the kings of Zubran, duty always comes first. 3. However luxurious the Bedouin tent—and
smoldering the tension—pride dictates the touch I crave stays strictly forbidden.
Cinderella will go to the ball… And be seduced by the prince Prince Vittorio’s spontaneous invitation to shy hotel maid Rosa is supposed to end at Venice’s most exclusive Carnival ball. Yet
their instant chemistry soon leads to a scorching encounter! It’s meant to be Vittorio’s last taste of pleasure before duty demands he marry and provide an heir. But will one night with
unexpected virgin Rosa be enough to slake his desire for her? Escape to Italy with this royal romance
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Stolen By The Sheikh Sheikh Khaled Al-Ateeq has asked Sapphire Clemenger to design the wedding gown of his intended bride. But there's more to Khaled's deal than meets the eye —
Sapphy must accompany him to his desert palace, and she's forbidden to meet the bride-to-be. But she does find it strange when the bridal gown's measurements are her own... Sapphy's
been stolen by the sheikh — because she's his chosen wife! The Italian Boss's Mistress Of Revenge All that stands in the way of Dante Carrazzo and revenge is Mackenzi Keogh. Dante knows
Mackenzi will do anything to save her hotel, and he doesn't mind using that to his advantage. He'll reconsider — if she becomes his mistress. Mackenzi knows she shouldn't trust Dante, but the
pleasure he gives is too intense to resist. However, their bargain is compromised when Dante learns she is pregnant...
A passionate kiss from an enticing stranger… …ignites a craving she can’t deny! Abandoned in paradise, jilted bride Kimmie Lancaster is adamant that she’ll still enjoy her honeymoon. But she
doesn’t realize she is trespassing on billionaire Kristof Kaimos’s beach! His magnetic charisma encourages her to confide in him…and ignites a hunger that untouched Kimmie has never
experienced. Soon she’s tempted to share her unspent wedding night with this irresistible Greek! Be seduced by this tantalizing Greek island romance!
abc
FORBIDDEN: THE SHEIKH'S VIRGINHarlequin ComicsHarlequin / SB Creative
Leo Parnassus has returned to Athens to head the family empire. A New Yorker since childhood, he finds life is certainly different here with family feuds and expectations to marry and produce
heirs! Amid all this tradition, the beautiful girl who catches Leo's eye is a welcome distraction. She may be a lowly waitress, but Angel has her secrets…. Leo will be pleased to discover she's a
virgin, but not that she's the daughter of his adversary! Or that, in nine months, there will be one more secret revealed…
Housekeeper Effie, a practical yet slightly frumpy virgin, has been summoned to the desert to serve the sheikh! Ruthless Sheikh King Zakari had gone to seek solitude in the sands, but nights
alone are not something this ruler is used to. However, with his housekeeper at his service, there's no need to allow his bed to grow cold…. After hot hours of passion, Effie's heart is near to
bursting. But what she doesn't realize is that something has compelled Zakari to take her, a lowly servant, as his royal bride!
Though technically royalty in Qusay, Rafiq distanced himself from the throne, leaving his homeland at a young age and becoming a successful businessman in Australia. But fate leads him
home when his brother’s coronation ceremony approaches, and Rafiq returns to Qusay. There he encounters Sera, the woman who left him to marry another man. Sera has been widowed
and now acts as Rafiq’s mother’s companion. At first Sera avoids Rafiq, but while journeying through the desert kingdom together the two slowly become close once again. Suddenly, Rafiq’s
brother renounces the throne, and their newly rekindled romance is threatened once again.
When prim professor Zara Paxton ventures to distant Bahania, she wants only to find the father she'd never known. But her father turns out to be King Hassan of Bahania. The desert king
promptly put his "princess" under the protection of a muscular, mesmerizing Sheik, who sets Zara's sense aflame, yet he refuses to quench the fire! Steely security liaison Rafe Stryker scorns
lasting love. But before he knows it, the bespectacled brunette sneaks into his heart, making him throb with the urge to taste her sweetness. Clearly, innocent Princess Zara wanted to be his
woman, but taking her was tantamount to treason. Rafe knows the consequences, but even he can stand so much temptation.
Kidnapped by the desert prince... Prince Zachim Darkhan of Bakaan never expected to find himself bound and at the mercy of his nemesis. But with a skillful ease borne of years as a warrior
he escapes his bonds...then takes the man's daughter as his captive and hides her away in his harem! But Farah Hajjar is no man's prisoner, and as the power play between them escalates
so, too, does Zachim's desire to taste the forbidden, sensual delights their chemistry promises. As the line between hatred and desire blurs he's led past the point of no return. Now they'll find
themselves captured...in marriage!
Expecting his love-child: "The one-night baby! Levander Kolovsky has a dark, dangerous past. He trusts only himself and doesn't want a wife or an heir to the Kolovsky name. Millie has returned to Australia to
find Levander. They shared one unforgettable night together. And now she's come to tell her secret: she's expecting his baby"--Publisher.
Kalila is the princess of Zaraq, a small country in the Middle East. She’s been destined to marry the king of their allied country since she was a child. When she turns of age, it isn’t her groom who picks her
up, but his younger brother, Prince Aarif. How could her future husband leave such an important task to someone else? Devasted by the thought of a life without love, Kalila runs away the first chance she
gets and ends up lost in a sandstorm. Aarif chases after her, and the sight of him makes Kalila’s body tremble with passion. Sharing a tent, they must weather the sandstorm together…with Kalila’s heart
dangerously shaken up!
Revealed: a scandalous royal affair! Maximillian—the last heir to the throne. Will a beautiful girl prevent him from becoming king? Max Fierezza: a prince of the people and the land. But now Niroli's subjects
are unsettled and Max's world-famous vines are blighted! Rosa Fierezza: she helps Max save the grapes. Although he's forbidden fruit to her, Rosa has long been under Max's spell. Both struggle with their
desire. How can they ever give in to their love? But the House of Niroli is built on secrets and the truth about a scandal from the past may set Rosa and Max free….
Bedded, by order of the Sheikh Sheikh Rafiq Al’Ramiz left his homeland behind – betrayed by the woman he loved. He’s hardened his heart and made his fortune – and now he must return: his country
needs him. But he is more powerful than ever, and vengeance is high on his agenda!
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